Sequential multimodal microscopic imaging and biaxial mechanical testing of living multicomponent tissue constructs.
Understanding relationships between mechanical stimuli and cellular responses require measurements of evolving tissue structure and mechanical properties. We developed a 3D tissue bioreactor that couples to both the stage of a custom multimodal microscopy system and a biaxial mechanical testing platform. Time dependent changes in microstructure and mechanical properties of fibroblast seeded cruciform fibrin gels were investigated while cultured under either anchored (1.0:1.0 stretch ratio) or strip biaxial (1.0:1.1) conditions. A multimodal nonlinear optical microscopy-optical coherence microscopy (NLOM-OCM) system was used to delineate noninvasively the relative spatial distributions of original fibrin, deposited collagen, and fibroblasts during month long culture. Serial in-culture mechanical testing was also performed to track the evolution of bulk mechanical properties under sterile conditions. Over the month long time course, seeded cells and deposited collagen were randomly distributed in equibiaxially anchored constructs, but exhibited preferential alignment parallel to the direction of the 10% stretch in constructs cultured under strip biaxial stretch. Surprisingly, both anchored and strip biaxial stretched constructs exhibited isotropic mechanical properties (including progressively increasing stiffness) despite developing a very different collagen microstructural organization. In summary, our biaxial bioreactor system integrating both NLOM-OCM and mechanical testing provided complementary information on microstructural organization and mechanical properties and, thus, may enable greater fundamental understanding of relationships between engineered soft tissue mechanics and mechanobiology.